
NAME Hotel Esencia

TOWN Tulum

COUNTRY Mexico

Last reviewed 03.03.2019, 15:00

Category Hotel

Favorite Ja

Online Ja

Description Originally built as the private home of an Italian duchess, Hotel 
Esencia is a place where the traditions of the past come together with 
a cosmopolitan sense of how to live well today. This aristocratic oasis 
sits where the Yucatán jungle dissolves into the pristine sands of Xpu-
ha, one of the only remaining undeveloped shores of the Mayan 
Riviera.

Two new duplex Penthouse suites make their debut this season along 
with a new restaurant from a Michelin star winning culinary team. 
Watch this space for more details coming soon!

What did we like I would say we liked everything. It is a magical spot here on the 
Caribbean Sea. 
Our plunge pool suite was situated on the upper floor giving us 
wonderful views to the lush tropical garden.
We enjoyed the pastries that where brought to our room in the 
morning. The spacious bedroom, all decorated in white with touches of 
wood and fresh flowers.
Excellent cuisine in all of the restaurants, fresh Mexican and internal 
dishes. 
Depending on what your preferences are, there is the right suite for 
you. 
Private Concierge 
Privacy, plenty of space between suites/houses as well as on the 
beach and by the pool (separate Family Pool)
Caribbean Jungle Rain Water filled water bottles
All-Natural Hair and body products
Sound System with Hotels Playlist (or connect your own device)
Little gifts with the turn down service
Mosquito Spray
Animals and Birds in the garden
Pretty Sunshades on the beach
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Clean beach

What we didn’t like Up front payment is necessary prior to arrival.
No house numbers, a bit difficult to find your lodging in the dark
Plunge Pool has lots of chlor (is necessary, so I didn’t use the plunge 
pool)
AC blows straight to the bed

Facilities Spa, Beautiful View, Sea View, Quite Location, Adults Only, Mini Bar, 
Nespresso or similar, Bath Tub, Parking, Valet Parking, Beach, Room 
Service, "USB ", Sound System, Lighted shaving/Magnifying make-up 
mirror, Box Spring bed, Bathrobe, Slippers, Raindance shower

Internet-Adresse http://hotelesencia.com/

Standort Carretera Cancún – Tulum km 265, Solidaridad, Solidaridad, QROO 
77750, Mexico
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